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Catherine Mayer

In a Fauvist- Expressionist style, Catherine Mayer interprets the expression of people, their interaction with their surroundings,
and the mood of places with strong, energetic line drawings. Her focus is on the individuality of her subjects, which may be at the
same time visually startling, yet quietly intriguing.
Whether in a Parisian café or while exploring a Mayan village, she shares the delight of sweeping vistas while focusing
energetically on the individual, creating her dynamic streetscapes &the quiet conversation of life. She is in constant search of
new people and places and of discovering new interactions of the human form and its environments.
Openness to the world, the changes taking place in it, and Mayers desire to be innovative fuel her desire to constantly observe,
capture, and translate feelings through her art in expressive and new ways. One of Mayers greatest pleasures is teaching art to
adults and children; one of her greatest ambitions is to ignite a spark in whomever she touches through her art.
She is represented through galleries nationally as well as internationally, and her work is part of many collections, both private
and corporate. Mayer continually strives to develop, reinvent, and communicate through artistic pursuits in new and fascinating
ways.
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